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Abstract. In this paper, a scalable variable-length packet switch using
multistage interconnection network is proposed. The architecture con-
sists of multiple non-buffer switch elements, interconnected with perfect
shuffle pattern and with ring topology. Each input port is connected to a
switch element in a different stage, and packets applied from these ports
are routed to their destined output ports based on principle of deflection
routing. The proposed switch has following features; (1) To achieve cer-
tain packet loss rate, required number of stage to achieve certain packet
loss rate is less than the same type of switches due to efficient use of
switch elements. (2) Packet loss rate is almost unchanged regardless of
traffic patterns. In performance evaluation, two types of non-uniform
traffic are given and it is shown that the switch can achieve lower packet
loss rate than existing deflection routing based switch.

1 Introduction

In recent years, demands of voice, data, video traffic increase explosively due to
the success of the Internet. Corresponding to this situation, required capacity
for backbone packet switch in the future will reach Tera bit/sec, one thousand
times of today’s packet switch capacity. Furthermore, traffic demand will be
concentrated on large size file transfer and broadband video communication,
and it is expected for the switching system to cope with these demands.

From this viewpoint, we have been investigating a new framework of multi-
media network that is hybrid system of variable-length packet switch and TDM
based switch in place of solution with ATM switch[1]. In this system, non real-
time traffic such as data transfer traffic is transmitted via variable-length packet
switch, while real-time traffics such as voice, video is transmitted via TDM
based switch. Access network is constructed using integrated TDM technology,
that provides unified interface to users. According to this framework, we have
examined variable-length packet switch architecture having capability to handle
traffic of Tera bit/sec. In order to design high capacity packet switch of this level,
conventional shared bus architecture is insufficient while parallel switching us-
ing crosspoint switch is indispensable. Implementations of crosspoint switch are
roughly classified into two categories; input buffering switch and output buffering
switch.
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Input buffering switch have advantage of simplicity of switch elements and
buffer management and high throughput is achieved by combination of virtual
output queuing and efficient scheduling[2]. However, maximum switch size will
be limited by processing time of scheduling, and this problem will be more serious
when port speed is increased.

For the purpose of implementation of large switch up to about 100 × 100,
output buffering switch is noticeable due to its simple switching operation. The
feature that it requires amount of wiring and pins is not a big problem with
the recent progress of VLSI technology. Among several output queuing switches,
authors have investigated deflection routing based switches, which are suitable
for variable-length packet switch. For a deflection routing based switch in ATM,
several methods have been propose d such as Tandem Banyan switch[3] or MS4[4]
switch, but it is not optimized for variable-length packet switch.

In this paper, a deflection routing variable-length packet switch based on
input port distribution is proposed. This switch consists of switching elements
interconnected through shuffle pattern[5], and the switch exploits ring topology.
Positions of input ports are distributed according to the rotation direction within
the ring. Therefore, traffic applied to the switch is distributed over the switch,
and utilization of switch elements is improved. As a result, required number of
switch stages is less than conventional switches in order to achieve certain packet
loss rate.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, features of conventional type
of deflection routing based switch are described, and further research issues are
presented. In Section 3, architecture and operation of the proposed switch is
described. In Section 4, results of performance evaluation are shown and it is in-
dicated that performance of the switch does not change under both uniform and
non-uniform traffic pattern . Finally, conclusion and future work are presented
in Section 5.

2 Background of Research

In Figure 1 and Figure 2, Tandem Banyan switch and Multi Single-Stage-Shuffling
Switch(MS4) are presented as typical deflection-routing based switches. Though
these are originally designed for fix-length ATM cell switch, they can be easily
applied to variable-length packet switch. In these switches, when internal packet
conflict occurs at some switch element, one packet is properly routed to destined
port and others are misrouted to the rest of ports. In Tandem Banyan switch,
misrouted packets will start routing again from a succeeding Banyan plain. On
the other hand, they are allowed to restart routing from succeeding stage in MS4
switch. Comparing performance of two switches, MS4 switch will be better since
it can utilize switch element more efficiently.

In both these switches, however, all applied packets enter the switch at the
first stage. The utilization efficiency of switch elements in preceding stages is
higher than that in latter stages resulting in a switch resources waste. As a
result, probability of packet conflict in a switch element is high when the element
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Fig. 1. Tandem-Banyan switch

is close to the first stage. If applied traffic load can be distributed equally over
each stage of the switch, the number of stages required to achieve certain packet
loss rate will decrea se.

As an approach to distributing traffic within switch , Ring Banyan switch[6]
was proposed, which interconnects switch elements in ring topology. Ring Banyan
is shown in Figure 3. The routing operation is the same as Tandem Banyan
switch, and applied traffic is distributed uniformly within the network. It is
shown that required number of stage is less than that of Tandem Banyan switch.

In Ring Banyan switch, however, misrouted packets waste switch elements
until they enter next banyan plain. In variable-length packet switching, they may
prevent other packets from being routed properly, which lead increase of packet
loss. This type of loss can be reduced if misrouted packets can restart routing
from the next stage.

3 Proposal of Distributed Input Shuffle Pattern Switch
with Deflection Routing

In order to resolve problems in Ring Banyan switch, a new type of switch with
ring topology is proposed, which optimizes the interconnection pattern of switch
elements.

3.1 Basic Architecture and Operation

The proposed switch is shown in Figure 4, where switch elements are connected
through shuffle pattern. An applied packet is routed based on principle of self
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Fig. 2. Deflection routing based shuffle pattern switch(MS4 switch)

routing and rerouting. When a packet reaches a packet filter connected to the
destination output port, it leaves the switch.

According to the ring topology, an applied packet can pass through arbitrary
large number of stages. Therefore, a new packet may conflict with a packet
coming from the previous stage. To prevent this problem, some buffer is provided
at input port as shown in Figure 6. The new applied packet and a packet from
the previous stage are stored in this buffer, which operates on first-comes-first-
served basis. At each output module, a concentrator is provided to reduce the
number of output buffers. Structure of concentrator and buffer management is
the same as those in Knockout switch[7].

Before an operation of the switch is described in detail, several notations are
given. N represents the number of input/output ports. n = log2N represents
the number of stages in an ordinary Banyan network. K is the number of stages
in the switch. The local destination address of a packet will be represented in
binary bits as (d1d2 . . . dn)(where d1 is the most significant bit). Proposed switch
(N × N) is constructed using K(≥ n) stages, each stage includes N/2 rows of
2 × 2 non-buffer switch elements.

Before a packet is applied to the network, the local header is generated and
attached in front of each packet. The local header of each packet includes a des-
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Fig. 3. Ring Banyan switch

tination address field, which contains the destination port represented d1d2...dn,
and a counter field C, which is initially set to n. When a packet is applied to a
switch element, output port of the element to which the packet is transmitted is
decided according to the corresponding bit in the destination address field. The
switch element refers the dn−C+1 bit of the field, and the packet is transmitted
to the upper port if it is zero, and to the lower port if it is one.

When the packet is routed to the port successfully, the counter is decre-
mented. Otherwise, when the port is occupied by another packet, the packet is
routed to the other port, and the counter is set to n = log2N , and it continues
routing from the next stage. If two packets are applied at the same time and
they require the same output port of the switch element, the packet closest to
its destination (smaller value of counter field) is served as the highest priority.

In this way, the counter of a packet is decremented whenever the packet
is successfully routed to the destined output port of a switch element, and the
packet reaches packet filter connected to its destination output port of the switch
when the counter is zero. In other words, a packet can reach its destination port
of the switch fabric if and only if it successfully passes through n consecutive
stages.

The function of packet filters at the output ports of each stage is to examine
the content of the counter of each packet and to transmit packet to the following
stage for continuing routing or to output port module.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this paper, it is assumed that variable-length packet switch of Tera bit/sec
in the future has OC-12 (622.08 Mega bit/sec) interface and its size is about
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Fig. 4. Proposed switch

4000 x 4000. Considering today’s VLSI technology, this size of switch will be
constructed by two-stage interconnection of 64 x 64 switch implemented in a
chip. On this assumption, size of the switch evaluated here is also set to 64 ×
64.

In most cases, the switch performance strongly depends on patterns of applied
traffic. In this section, two traffic conditions are prepared where destined output
ports of applied packets are distributed in uniform and non-uniform pattern.
Under these conditions, packet loss rate of the proposed switch is evaluated by
computer simulation.

In our simulations, size of packets varies uniformly from 20 bytes to 1500
bytes according to the IP packet format, and time interval of packet arrival
follows negative exponential distribution.

Packet loss shown in the following figures includes loss in the shuffle switch
fabric and loss in the input modules, and it does not include loss in the output
modules. It is because loss in output port module is approximately the same as
other output buffering switches.
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4.1 Packet Loss Rate under Uniform Traffic Pattern

In this condition, the destination output port of a packet is uniformly distributed
among all output ports.

Figure 7 plots the packet loss rate in the switch fabric as a function of K
for N = 64 at load p = 0.6. The packet loss rate of the MS4 switch with the
same traffic and switch conditions is also plotted for comparison. For example,
a packet loss rate of 10−6 is achieved with K = 24 in the proposed switch while
the MS4 switch needs 29 stages. Figure 8 illustrates probability distribution of
required number stages by which a packets reaches the destination output p
ort in the simulation. Under this condition, required number of stages is six in
both switches when the packets do not suffer any conflict. The figure shows that
probability that a packet arrives at the destination port by six stages in the
proposed switch is 74%, while it is 38 % in MS4 switch. Therefore, it can be said
that average transmission delay of packets in the proposed switch is less than
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Fig. 7. Packet loss rate in the switch fabric under the uniform traffic

Fig. 8. Probability distribution of required number of stages by which a packet reaches
its destination port

that of MS4 switch. This result shows that technique of distributing input port
has great effectiveness in reducing probability of conflict within the network.

4.2 Packet Loss Rate under Non-uniform Traffic Pattern

All the non-uniform traffic patterns studied here are considered to satisfy prop-
erties shown below[8]:

– packets arrive at all input ports with the same probability p
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Fig. 9. Rectangular non-uniform traffic pattern (An example for 8 x 8 switch)

– arriving packets request a destination port according to a non-uniform dis-
tribution.

For the destined output port distribution, rectangular traffic pattern and hot-
spot traffic pattern are provided.

Rectangular Traffic Pattern In this traffic pattern, all arriving packets
are addressed to only a subset of all output ports. We consider the case that
number of the ports is L = N/2 and the distance between the ports is the
furthest. An example of the pattern for 8 x 8 switch is shown in Figure 9. Figure
10 shows the packet loss rate at load p = 0.5 as a function of K , where each of
rectangular traffic pattern and uniform traffic pattern (UT) is offered. Though
larger number of sta ges K required in rectangular pattern to achieve the same
loss rate as UT, the difference can be ignored.

Hot Spot Traffic Next, the performance under hot spot traffic is studied. A
hot-spot traffic is defined as a traffic pattern in which a single hot-spot of high
access percentage is superimposed on a background of UT[9]. Supposed that h
is the rate of packets addressed at the hot-spot, we consider the case of h = 10%
and eimulation results are plotted in Figure 11. The figure shows that effect of
hot spot traffic on increase of loss rate is quite small.

The above results attained by simulations under various non-uniform traffic
patterns show that the distributed input shuffle switch not only achieves high
performance under uniform traffic, but also it is robust under non-uniform traffic
pattern which may rise in many real applications.
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Fig. 10. Packet loss rate in the switch fabric under the rectangular traffic

Fig. 11. Packet loss rate in the switch fabric where hot-spot traffic is superimposed

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a deflection routing based packet switch using
shuffle pattern network and technique of input ports distribution. By distributing
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input ports over all stages of the switch, probability of internal packet conflict is
reduced, and low packet loss rate is achieved. Moreover, computer simulations
show that the switch is robust under non-uniform traffic pattern.

In a future work, several technical requirements for actual implementation of
the switch will be investigated.
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